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HUMAN FLOURISHING 

Danielle Sallade
1
 

Many people are discussing what constitutes genuine human flourishing.
2
 One helpful 

definition comes from theologian Nicholas Wolterstorff, who ties the concept of human 

flourishing in the Christian tradition to shalom. A flourishing life will be a life lived in right 

relationship with God, with one‘s environment, with neighbors, and with self. ―A flourishing life 

is neither merely an ‗experientially satisfying life,‘ as many contemporary Westerners think, nor 

is it simply a life ‗well-lived,‘ as a majority of ancient Western philosophers have claimed.‖
3
 It is 

a life that both goes well and is lived well. 

I have the privilege through my vocation in campus ministry of serving current university 

students. My colleagues and I desire for our students to mature in their Christian faith during 

their college years. We long for them to flourish, borrowing from Wolterstorff, in right 

relationship with God (through justification in Christ), with their environment (caring for their 

habitat and working for justice as stewards accountable to God), with their neighbors (showing 

mercy in the name of Christ and spreading the gospel), and with themselves (proper self-

understanding rooted in adoption by God in Christ). As we work toward this goal, we 

increasingly face challenges from the campus-culture that work against the students‘ ability to 

flourish. And one challenge in particular seems to affect everyone: the problem of being too 

busy. 

The students I work with are talented, creative, and intelligent. They are full of energy, 

working hard in their classes and in various extracurricular activities. They are community-

minded, developing friendships, keeping up with family far away, and devoting time to service 

with genuine care. They are wonderfully inventive about ways to have fun and make memories. 

But they are also very, very busy. And often because of their ―busyness,‖ the students are 

stressed, anxious, exhausted, and sometimes depressed. The combination of coursework, 

extracurricular activities, part-time work to cover the ever-increasing cost of their education, and 

having a social life makes their lives very full with little margin for rest or the unexpected. 

In addition, today‘s students are anxious to realize their personal hopes to ―be all they can 

be,‖ having been taught to expect they could realize this from the beginning of their primary 
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education.
 
They are fearful about their future security, and they struggle to exert as much control 

over their lives as possible.
 
As a result, they are often suffering from the weight of their various 

responsibilities and their fears for what lies ahead. Depending on a student‘s temperament, they 

can either be caught up in frenzied activity or overwhelmed by their lives and thus unable to do 

anything. The pressure in their lives keeps them from flourishing as God intended.
4
 

This essay proposes that living as a Christian, an alternative to the prevailing culture, 

leads to flourishing. First, I briefly sketch what the worldly culture of busyness looks like. I then 

discuss how our modern notions about the nature of work and success create the culture of 

busyness and keep it going. Finally, I attempt to show how the Christian faith offers an 

alternative way to understand work and success that, when believed and lived out, results in joy, 

peace, and genuine flourishing instead of stress, anxiety, and exhaustion. 

1. The Culture of Busyness 

Overwork and overcommitment are very common in student life, to the point of being the 

normal experience. Academic requirements alone can keep a student working hard through four 

years. But I have yet to meet a student who simply attends classes and completes the work 

necessary for those classes. Many students balance academics with paid work necessary to help 

their parents finance their education and living costs. And education costs have skyrocketed in 

the last decade. Though some universities can offer financial aid, many cannot, so paying tuition 

bills takes much hard work and sacrifice for many students. 

In addition, it seems that everyone is involved in at least one extracurricular activity 

where a regular time commitment is necessary for purposeful involvement. This usually means 

activities on multiple days per week for just one pursuit, and most students are involved in more 

than one activity. With much to balance, students seem to be constantly on the move, going from 

personal appointment to class to extracurricular activities to work until the wee hours of the night 

(many campuses have rehearsals and sports practices that begin at 11 pm). The pace of students‘ 

lives means that they will skip meals or forsake adequate rest or exercise to be everywhere they 

are supposed to be and to meet every deadline pressing down on them. ―All-nighters‖ are 

common. 

Changes in technology have also intensified the pace of life. As students move from 

place to place, they are on their phones or computers, making calls, emailing, or texting one 

another, making more plans and squeezing it all in. They constantly make and change 

appointments at the last minute, which intensifies the sense of running around. 
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Another change brought about by technology is that students now submit assignments 

electronically. This frees professors to set deadlines for assignments at midnight or 6 am. When I 

was a college student, students had to physically hand in papers that were due during the day or 

by 5 pm, the time when the departmental office closed. As a result, this drew a clear boundary 

between the school day and the evening. Now professors contribute to a ―work around the clock‖ 

way of life by having middle-of-the-night or weekend deadlines, thereby encouraging students to 

work at all times. Because work can be accomplished anywhere at any time, students feel 

pressure to always be working. There is a blurred distinction between day and night, and sleep 

schedules are often erratic. 

After visiting a campus and interviewing students to ask about the nature of college life 

for today‘s students, columnist David Brooks observed, 

In our conversations, I would ask the students when they got around to sleeping. One 

senior told me that she went to bed around two and woke up each morning at seven; she 

could afford that much rest because she had learned to supplement her full day of work 

by studying in her sleep. As she was falling asleep, she would recite a math problem or a 

paper topic to herself; she would them sometimes dream about it, and when she woke up, 

the problem might be solved. I asked several students to describe their daily schedules, 

and their replies sounded like a session of Future Workaholics of America: crew practice 

at dawn, classes in the morning, resident-advisor duty, lunch, study groups, classes in the 

afternoon, tutoring disadvantaged kids in Trenton, a cappella practice, dinner, study, 

science lab, prayer sessions, hit the StairMaster, study a few hours more. One young man 

told me that he had to schedule appointment times for chatting with friends. I mentioned 

this to other groups, and usually people would volunteer that they did the same thing. ―I 

just had an appointment with my best friend at seven this morning,‖ one woman said. ―Or 

else you lose touch.‖
5
 

Though Brooks‘ description is meant to be a generalization and perhaps slight comic 

exaggeration, it does ring true. The students I regularly meet with lead similar lives. 

Living like this, it makes sense that when you ask students what they look forward to the 

most over their semester breaks, the most common answer is ―sleep.‖ They push themselves 

hard, waiting for the time at home when they can ―crash‖ and try to make up for the rest they 

have missed during classes, only to return and live the same cycle all over again. So much stress 

is one reason (but certainly not the only reason) that universities have documented a marked rise 

in the use of counseling services.
6
 Members of our university administration have expressed 
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thanks to our ministry because they know that we meet regularly with students throughout each 

week. They recognize that with the demands for counseling increasing so much in recent years, a 

ministry like ours is poised on the front lines, helping the university preemptively handle the 

load. 

With negative results like this, one would think that students would stop living without 

margin. But students take challenging courses and sign up for activity after activity to the point 

of running ragged because it seems expected. There is a strong sense that everyone is living this 

way and that if you do not live this way you are either missing out or will not measure up. But if 

you do live this way, then you will be on the pathway to success. 

The story of a recent graduate illustrates this expectation. Back in 2002, our university‘s 

alumni magazine published a cover article highlighting a remarkable young woman named 

Lillian Pierce, the class valedictorian for that year. The article described how Lillian‘s 

accomplishments caused her to stand out from among her classmates and even from other 

valedictorians from past years. She won countless awards for being the outstanding student in 

her primary departments of math and science, was the first to score perfect scores on many of her 

tests, maintained an above 4.0 GPA, and won the prestigious Marshall and Rhodes scholarships 

during her Senior year. She was also hailed as one of the best violinists ever to attend the school, 

serving as the concertmaster for the University Orchestra and performing with professional 

quartets and orchestras. She made time to tutor in chemistry and math. One of her professors 

commented that he had never seen a student like her. 

After listing these amazing accomplishments, the article goes on to describe the hard 

work and personal sacrifices Lillian endured to achieve so much. In the article, Lillian is 

admirably honest and open describing her way of life: 

During her first year at Princeton, says Pierce, ―I stopped sleeping. I got so tired that I 

couldn‘t eat any more. I was too exhausted to have the motivation to eat. I lived in the 

infirmary for quite a while. At the same time I was having trouble being with a 

roommate. I realized I needed privacy if I was going to be able to work as hard as I 

wanted to. There was one semester sophomore year where I was staying up all night three 

nights a week. I really felt ill all the time. I had that much work, and I had it every week. 

I spent the first three years here feeling horrible, it was pretty awful actually. And my 

hand hurt from writing because sometimes I had to write 40 pages of math out in one 

night. It was painful even to keep using the pencil. It wasn‘t really fun.‖ Despite her 

exhaustion, she says, when she realized that she was so close to being a good candidate 

for the Rhodes, ―I felt like I couldn‘t stop.‖ The moment she found out that she had 

indeed been chosen as a Rhodes Scholar, ―I felt I hadn‘t relaxed in about a decade.‖
7
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Lillian achieved just about every academic and extracurricular award a student could achieve, 

but obviously at great cost. Though Lillian‘s achievements are far above normal, the description 

of how hard she pushed herself at times is more common. 

I remember being amazed when I first read this article that it seemed no one at the 

university, except those in the infirmary who nursed her when she became ill, counseled Lillian 

to change her ways. Even though most would agree that she worked too hard and should not 

have isolated herself from other people to accomplish her work, most nonetheless greatly 

admired her because of her many awards. By garnering praise and winning awards, Lillian 

became exalted as an example of achievement for others to emulate. It is no wonder then that 

students feel pressure to push themselves so hard to achieve. 

At this point, we should ask how this culture of overwork has developed. David Brooks 

writes that students believe ―all of the experiences of college life are a step on the continual 

stairway of advancement, and they are always aware that they must get to the next step (law 

school, medical school, whatever) so that they can progress up the steps after that.‖
8
 Brooks 

argues that today‘s college students have been trained to become professional résumé builders. 

Higher education, says Brooks, is no longer focused on students‘ character development or the 

pursuit of moral wisdom needed to serve society. Instead, it has become a checkpoint to pass 

through on the way to the ultimate destination of a certain type of job. 

Though most students pursue their various interests in part because they genuinely enjoy 

them, I would agree with Brooks that few seem to do what they do purely for the joy of it. 

Students think in terms of how their interests help them stand out from others and how their 

interests will help future employers notice them. And in our culture today, living like this does 

not begin in college. Students are trained to think of their lives in terms of the résumé they are 

building much earlier, in junior high and especially high school. The main thing that changes in 

college is that the lifestyle intensifies as there is more time to fill, often without the boundaries of 

family life and a parent telling you to go to bed. 

Making adolescence (and for some, earlier childhood) a time to begin résumé-building 

for the future has developed in our society because ―admission to a brand-name college is 

viewed by many parents, and their children, as holding the best promise of professional success 

and economic well-being in an increasingly competitive world.‖
9
 Because of this viewpoint, the 

numbers of students applying to colleges all over the country has greatly increased. And getting 

into a college has become more and more competitive. 

Our Dean of Admission at Princeton University highlights this increased competitiveness 

with recent statistics. She explained that in 1977, the acceptance rate was twenty-four percent of 

those who applied. In 1993, the acceptance rate was fifteen percent of those who applied, and 

then last year the acceptance rate was down to 9.7 percent of those who applied, even with that 
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class being the largest in size ever admitted to the school. Thinking of these statistics, the Dean 

of Admission commented,  

What‘s hard for families who remember this process from 20 or 30 years ago to grasp is 

that these candidates today are competing against thousands of other great kids, not 

hundreds of other great kids. . . . Around 10 years ago, we stopped being able to say, ―If 

the student is at this level of qualifications, it‘s likely that they‘ll be admitted.‖ It‘s not 

likely that anyone in particular will be admitted now. Indeed, last year, 74 percent of the 

students who applied with SAT scores of over 2300 were not admitted.
10

 

And trends like the one described are true of most universities today. Public and private 

universities all over the country have become more competitive to get into.
11

  

The admissions director at Amherst College concludes, ―We have now made getting into 

college the single most important event of a young person‘s life.‖
12

 The negative result is that 

some teens in high school are experiencing as much stress as the students I work with in college. 

The new level of competition means that more and more high school students are going 

to great lengths to stand out. The number of high school students who took Advanced 

Placement exams in 2004 was 1.1 million, twice as many as in 1994 and six times as 

many as in 1985. Time magazine interviewed Marielle Woods, 17, who participates in 

twelve extracurricular activities and keeps up a 4.0 average. This can lead to a lot of 

stress, ―always, always before those grades come out, I struggle under a cloud of fear and 

depression,‖ she says. ―Every year I‘m silently convinced that this will be the one time 

I‘ll actually screw it all up. It‘s a scary way to live.‖
13

  

My heart goes out to these students because college will be similar in experience without 

knowing a meaningful alternative.
14

 

Just recently, I attended a special celebration of the Fine Arts at the school where my 

young school-age children attend. Their school, which serves pre-K through eighth grade, 
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describes itself as a classical Christian school with a strong Charlotte Mason influence 

emphasizing learning as the joyful discovery of God‘s creation. This latter characteristic came 

through strongly during the whole of the Fine Arts Day, for the students were genuinely excited 

to be displaying their art work, reciting their favorite poems, and performing all types of music. I 

was struck by the joy on their faces, their pride in their accomplishments, and their genuine 

interest in all they had learned. 

As I watched the children, I could not help but think of the contrast between what I was 

seeing there compared to the environment on my campus. I realized that I rarely meet a college 

student who is so excited about her work that she just can‘t wait to tell me about her latest 

discovery in lab or her breakthrough thesis for her literature paper. Once in a while this happens, 

but when it does, I notice it as unusual. Instead, the students I work with usually talk about their 

work as something to get done, something to be checked off their long to-do list, something to be 

worried about. I rarely see students alive with excitement over the joyful discoveries they are 

encountering in class. 

I am troubled by this change in students as they progress through their education, and I 

have wondered what causes it. I think a major reason behind the change is that college students 

are constantly thinking about how their education is tied to the job they will get or the graduate 

school they will apply to. Since they know they are competing for a finite number of jobs or 

graduate school positions, their focus becomes the competition to outperform everyone else or at 

least stay toward the top of the pool. Their education and extracurricular pursuits become more 

about résumé-building and standing out from classmates rather than on what they are learning 

and how they are enjoying their God-given gifts. The same is true for high school students 

competing for a finite number of college acceptance letters. This causes pressure, fear, and stress, 

which in turn causes students to overwork and overcommit. 

With this as the environment, my colleagues and I have thought much about how to 

counsel our students to live out their faith in their unique role as students. What should they 

believe about the purpose of a college education? How should their faith as Christians affect how 

they should study? How they should manage their time? How they should rest? How might they 

flourish in the fast-paced, pressure-filled culture they inhabit?  

In thinking through the answers to these questions, I have realized that the students‘ drive 

to achieve and outperform others is directly tied to their understanding of the nature of work and 

their definition of success. Most are working with a worldly viewpoint as their foundation. But 

as sinners in a fallen world, the worldly viewpoint is flawed and has caused our society to lose a 

God-centered perspective about work and success. The Bible graciously provides an alternative 

way to live that is God-centered rather than self-centered. When lived out, the result is freedom 

from the competitive rat-race and freedom from fear. 

Our self-centered rather than God-centered approach has at least three mistakes at its 

core: (1) We wrongly value certain types of work over others. (2) We place our identity in our 

work and seek justification through our work. (3) We work as if we were independent operators, 

solely responsible for our daily provision, forgetting that God is our ultimate provider. These 
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three mistaken perspectives about work affect what people believe about college education, 

which in turn affects the culture on college campuses today. So the remainder of this essay 

explains these perspectives and contrasts them with a Christian view of work and success. And 

finally, I discuss the implications of these views for how students should live their daily lives. 

1.1. Value in All Types of Work 

During World War Two, Dorothy Sayers spoke out against the way her society viewed 

work. She noticed that during the war, people in England were living extremely frugally and 

sacrificially as everyone came together, working as a team for the war effort. She noticed how 

different this was from the way people were living right before the war when her society was 

marked by consumerism, greed, and selfish ambition. As she looked ahead to the time when the 

war would be over, she challenged her society: 

I ask that [work] should be looked upon not as a necessary drudgery to be undergone for 

the purpose of making money, but as a way of life in which the nature of man should find 

its proper exercise and delight and so fulfill itself to the glory of God. That it should, in 

fact, be thought of as a creative activity undertaken for the love of the work itself; and 

that man, made in God‘s image, should make things, as God makes them, for the sake of 

doing well a thing that is worth doing.
15

 

Sayers noticed that during peace time, her society pushed individuals to make the focus of their 

work making money. So the money-centered individuals became obsessed with spending and 

investing the monies they earned. But the war forced her society to change by taking the focus in 

work off of money and placing it on doing things for the society‘s collective good. Though she 

wanted the war to end, Sayers did not want to go back to the materialistic way of living that 

existed before the war. 

We can benefit from her critique as well. Our society also reduces work to be a means 

through which we make money, achieve status, and guarantee personal security. Worldly success 

is bound up in achievement, but achievements that really matter are ones that produce a lot of 

money. This is why we wrongly value certain types of work over others. We do not primarily 

think of our work as a means to serve others or improve society because our focus is so much on 

compensation with an eye to secure our futures and have plenty of resources to consume in the 

present. 

I see students, and peers for that matter, constantly struggle with misguided notions of 

what constitutes valuable work. For example, when students are interested in careers that are 

compensated less than others (say teaching elementary school rather than investment banking), 

they face a false sense of failure. They might feel that they are not as competent as their peers 

who will earn more. Or they might feel that they are settling for something less than they are 
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capable of attaining. Parents also contribute to some students‘ sense of inadequacy because they 

express disappointment when their son or daughter will be receiving a modest salary or relatively 

little prestige. (It is common to hear of parents saying to their children, ―You want to do what?! I 

did not send you to university for you to become that!‖)  

I am currently serving a student whose dream job is to work for a national non-profit 

organization that exists to serve people with disabilities. But in choosing this path, she continues 

to deal with criticism from her parents and friends that the proposed salary is not high enough. It 

is hard for her to remember how her future job so well suits her gifts, past experience, and 

interests and will also enable her to dedicate her life to serving other people because those 

around her are pushing her to think about money and status and to value those things above all 

else. Her story is not unique. 

1.2. Value in All Types of Work—by Design 

The Bible sets forth the dignity and inherent goodness of all kinds of work and corrects 

our misguided beliefs that the only work that is valuable is work that earns a lot of money or 

prestige. First, the creation account in Genesis teaches that work has value because God designed 

it to be an important way that we image and glorify him—not glorify ourselves. The Genesis 

narrative explains that God created the world out of nothing. The Spirit of God hovered over the 

chaos and brought form to the void. Then God filled the form with all kinds of creatures. As God 

worked, designing each part of the creation, he repeatedly declared that his work was good. 

Finally, as the pinnacle of creation, he created humans and lovingly set them in paradise to 

―work and take care of‖ the creation. Commenting on Genesis 1:26–28, pastor John Piper writes, 

God made man in his own image so that he would be seen and enjoyed and honored 

through what man does. 

Then he [God] said, first of all, that what man does is work. He subdues and takes 

dominion over the earth. This implies that part of what it means to be human is to 

exercise lordship over creation and give the world shape and order and design that reflect 

the truth and beauty of God. God makes man, so to speak, his ruling deputy and endows 

him with God-like rights and capacities to subdue the world—to use it and shape it for 

good purposes, especially the purpose of magnifying the Creator.
16

 

As we work, we take what God has already created, the raw materials of our world, and we bring 

forth all that is needed for human flourishing. As years go by, we not only work with the raw 

materials of our world, but we also work with the cultural products of previous generations. Such 

cultivation and creativity is found in all kinds of work, from farming to medical arts, 

engineering, teaching, business, and cleaning. They all have something in common: bringing 

order, purpose, and form to our world for the benefit of humanity. And work in its variety of 

forms glorifies God because it mirrors our working God to the world. 
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God is glorified by all the works of his creation (Psalm 19:1–2). But humans have a 

unique role in bringing glory to God through our work because we are morally conscious and can 

make choices about our work. Again, pastor John Piper writes, 

No beaver or bee or hummingbird, or ant consciously relies on God. No beaver ponders 

the divine pattern of order and beauty and makes a moral choice to pursue excellence 

because God is excellent. No beaver ever pondered the preciousness and purpose of God 

and decided for God‘s sake to make a dam for another beaver and not for himself. But 

humans have all these potentials, because we are created in God‘s image. When God 

commissions us to subdue the earth—to shape it and use it—he doesn‘t mean do it like a 

beaver. He means do it like a human, a morally self-conscious person who is responsible 

to do his work intentionally for the glory of the Maker. . . . Therefore, the essence of our 

work as humans must be that it is done in conscience reliance on God‘s power, and in 

conscious quest of God‘s pattern of excellence, and in deliberate aim to reflect God‘s 

glory.
17

 

This teaches us that how we work is as important as what we produce. God is glorified by work 

because we can do it with an eye to pleasing him. 

It is also necessary to remember that our life‘s work includes more than what we are paid 

for doing. The Scriptures never limit ―work‖ in this way. For example, the woman of noble 

character, described in Proverbs 31, is praised for her work in many spheres of life. She is an 

example first and foremost because her work is rooted in her fear of God (v. 30). She is then 

praised because of her business dealings and real estate ventures (vv. 16, 24). In today‘s 

thinking, we would limit her work to these matters because she is paid for them. But work is 

more broadly defined as how waking hours are spent when not experiencing Sabbath rest. So the 

Proverbs 31 woman is equally held up as an example of wise living because of how she manages 

her household, serves the poor, and instructs her children (vv. 15, 20, 26). All of these areas 

constitute her work, and all are important. Remembering this would greatly bless those who 

exclusively work at home, running a household with its many demands, who do not get 

compensated. It would help level the playing field between paid work and volunteer work, which 

in turn would help keep us from giving too much time to either one, knowing it is not the only 

legitimate work we do. 

1.3. Value in All Types of Work—By Example 

There is another insight into the Genesis creation account that shows forth the dignity of 

all kinds of work.
18

 This insight makes the Genesis account seem radical in its teaching when 

compared to other worldviews and what they teach about work. Let me explain. The ancient 
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Babylonian creation account, the Enuma Elish, describes the world as created out of a divine 

conflict. Humanity was then created as an afterthought to worship the gods and work for them. In 

other words, work is hard, the gods need time off, so enter humanity to do the ―bad‖ work. 

Moreover, dualistic worldviews such as Greek and Roman thought regard the world of 

the mind as superior to the physical realm. Because manual labor is part of the physical realm, 

they consider it base and avoid it. So in Greek mythology, when Pandora‘s Box opens and looses 

all evils into the world, work is among them. Roman philosophers repeatedly asserted that only 

slaves should do manual labor. 

Now consider God in the creation account in Genesis. We see him creating with purpose 

and design, calling his work good. We see that he created humans with great thought and 

lovingly designed them to be the pinnacle of creation, not as an afterthought like the Babylonian 

creation account. All work, including physical work, has dignity because God does it. We forget 

that the first human in Scripture to be filled with the Spirit of God was a craftsman named 

Bezalel, who was set apart to oversee the construction of the Tent of Meeting (Exodus 31). 

Would we have rightly valued him today? I fear not. 

As Pastor Tim Keller has noted, when our Savior came to earth, he did not come as a 

philosopher (a job the Greeks would have highly valued), nor as a noble statesman (a job the 

Romans would have highly valued), nor as a powerful military general (a job the Jews would 

have highly valued), but he came as a carpenter—in our modern lingo, a union guy—and this 

was the one who would save the world. Thus, we would do well to get rid of our modern notions 

that only some work has dignity because of the compensation and prestige that go with it. We 

should stop thinking that some work is less valuable because it pays less, requires less education, 

and is physical in nature rather than cerebral. 

Rightly valuing all types of work would encourage students to assess their unique gifts, 

interests, education, and family needs and pursue future employment based on connecting these 

individual traits to the service of others. Students (and their parents) would be willing to consider 

the many fields today that need more qualified workers as good options. They would stop trying 

to fit themselves into certain careers, whether their gifts lead them that way or not, because of the 

lure of money or prestige. They would be free to think about how their work can glorify God and 

bless others. 

Another benefit from rightly valuing all types of work connects to the fact that most 

students will one day become parents. So many people, and especially women, struggle when 

they finish years of education, work in a particular job for a time, and then leave their jobs to 

stay home to parent small children and run their households. Many wrestle with a deep sense that 

when they do this, they are throwing their lives away. They cannot appreciate that the different 

work of running a household and caring for those who cannot care for themselves is legitimate 

and valuable work.
19

 They cannot grasp the notion that the work for their family, which does not 

                                                 
19

 This struggle is made more intense by the fact that education separates out practical life matters and 

domestic arts for people to learn on their own. So students come to college and graduate with widely varying 

abilities to do such basic things such as cook, manage money, clean a home, etc. There is the same void in 
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bring in a paycheck, might even be more important than what they were doing before. Our 

hierarchy of work has destructive implications in many directions, family life included. 

Let us value work as God intends. 

2. Identity in Work 

A second implication of our self-centered approach to work is that work has become the 

means through which we craft our personal identity. For centuries past, humans found their 

primary identity in their family and attendant relationships. But now, our culture has shifted the 

locus of personal meaning from family to our work. Thus, deciding what you will be as a worker 

and attaining that position is of the utmost importance.
20

 This is why it is so common to meet 

someone for the first time and ask, ―What do you do for a living?‖ Looking back over human 

history, this is a new way of living. 

Os Guinness traces this shift back to the Industrial Revolution. At that time, Guinness 

explains, the use and definition of the word ―calling‖ shifted from a scriptural understanding 

(where humans are not called primarily to an occupation or a place, but to a person, Jesus Christ) 

to a worldly view (calling became synonymous with one‘s occupation). Thus, one‘s work 

became everything. Work even took over from the sacred as the locus of meaning. Proof of this 

is quotations by those in power: in 1920s-America, business leader Henry Ford asserted, ―Every 

thinking man knows that work is the salvation of the human race, physically, morally, and 

spiritually.‖ And President Calvin Coolidge said, ―He who builds a factory builds a temple, and 

he who works there worships there.‖
21

 

When we let our work define us, so much is at stake every time we face a deadline or 

start a new project because our performance becomes the very measure of our worth. Living this 

way causes tremendous pressure. The Academy Award winning film Chariots of Fire helpfully 

illustrates this. One of the characters, an Olympic athlete named Harold Abrahams, looked to his 

performance as a runner to provide meaning for his life. In a scene before one of his important 

races, Harold shares his fears: ―I will raise my eyes and look down that corridor, four feet wide, 

with ten lonely seconds to justify my existence. But will I?‖ In this scene, Harold admits that if 

he loses, then he is nothing. Running is his life, and if something goes wrong with his running, 

he is a failure. He must live under the tremendous pressure to be the best. 

                                                                                                                                                             
experience with caring for small children or understanding basic things about childhood development, which is why 

the transition to parenting is such a jolt these days. Usually family background is what determines preparedness or 

lack thereof in these matters. I mention this because campus ministries and local churches can serve students by 

helping to give them a more holistic experience of life. For example, I continually urge college students to serve in 

the nursery to fill a constant need and also to learn about infant care along the way.  

20
 I also learned this from pastor Tim Keller. This sermon was titled ―Work and Rest‖ and was preached 

March 23, 2003. It can be found on the Redeemer Presbyterian Church website (www.redeemer.com). 

21
 Os Guinness, The Call: Finding and Fulfilling the Central Purpose of Your Life (Nashville: Thomas 

Nelson, 2003), 65. 
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But there is more. At another point in the film, Harold admits, ―I‘ve known the fear of 

losing, but now I am almost too frightened to win.‖ After years of training and sacrifice to 

qualify for the Olympics, it makes sense that he would be afraid of losing. But why is he so 

afraid to win? The answer raises our awareness to the emptiness of achievement for 

achievement‘s sake. If all there is to life is personal achievement, then one can never stop 

achieving to derive meaning. One must perform and keep performing, setting a new goal the 

moment another is attained, thereby constructing meaning for life. Harold seems to sense the 

drudgery of such a way of life. He questions, ―Is this what life is really about?‖ 

Students today, like many adults, certainly labor anxiously under this notion of personal 

peace and identity being wrapped up in what they do and what they achieve. I have counseled 

many students who genuinely fear that their lives are over, so to speak, because of a failing grade 

on an exam or an injury that sidelines them from their sports season. Who they are has become 

so tied in to what they do. 

This makes sense. Humans long for meaning in their lives. There are many who assert 

that humans are here by chance, the result of evolutionary mechanisms working in nature, and 

thus without higher reason for our existence. From this perspective, humans must create their 

own meaning, and one way people do this is through their achievements. Additionally, many 

experience a lingering sense of guilt that drives them to earn approval through perfectionism or 

through attaining goals at work (checking off all the boxes on a to-do list actually makes people 

feel good). These very real emotions motivate people to seek ultimate satisfaction in 

achievement through work. But work was not meant to bear such burdens, which leave people 

empty. 

2.1. Identity in Christ 

Jesus promised his followers that by trusting in him they would know the truth and the 

truth would set them free. What would it set them free from? The answer is slavery to sin in all 

of its forms, including the sin of self justification through work. As Christians, the antidote to our 

restlessness of soul is resting in the truth that we are no longer enemies of God and objects of 

wrath. Instead, God fully approves and loves us because of Christ‘s work on our behalf. We have 

peace with God and access to his glorious throne of grace to find help in our times of need. This 

changed status provides genuine peace in our lives. 

With identity in Christ, we do not have to prove ourselves through work because the only 

one whose opinion ultimately matters has approved us! Our meaning in life is rooted in the 

dignity of our image-bearing through creation and in our union with Christ through our 

redemption. This is why Christians can rest physically (from actual work) and emotionally (from 

that nagging inner voice that says we are not measuring up) with a deep rest of the soul. We do 

not need to look to our work or to those we work for to determine our self-worth. As pastor Tim 

Keller has commented, because Christ said, ―It is finished‖ when he labored on the cross, 

suffering to atone for our sin, God looks at our lives when we put our faith in Christ and says, ―It 
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is good.‖ We look to Christ, who has lavished his love upon us and set us apart for himself, and 

we find joy and peace in our beloved status. 

With confidence in our right standing with God, our work becomes what God meant it to 

be—a way to serve God by serving our neighbors. Reformer Martin Luther wrote extensively on 

the topic of work.
22

 Luther argued that all vocations, except those based on clear examples of sin 

like usury, are valuable to God. Since the gospel alone brings us heaven, humans can stop 

thinking that religious occupations are more holy than secular ones. Our work enables us to 

participate in God‘s ongoing work of creation through our various positions, but this cooperation 

neither defines our identity nor merits our salvation. If we embrace these truths, we can relax in 

our work and not look to our performance or type of work either to define us or move us closer 

to God. 

2.2. Work That Flows Out of Identity in Christ 

Though we are free from stress by not depending on our work for how we feel about 

ourselves, following Christ calls us to have a new motivation for God-honoring work. We have a 

new identity in Christ, who saves us from slavery to sin to become his slaves.
23

 Christ has 

purchased us with his blood (1 Peter 1:18–21; 1 Corinthians 6:19–20) and has set us free from 

bondage to sin (Romans 6:19). But once freed from sin, we are still slaves. We become slaves to 

Christ, but it is a slavery that leads to our freedom and our flourishing because through it, we 

receive the benefits of ever increasing holiness and ultimately eternal life (Romans 6:22–23). So 

as slaves of Christ, our work for him is not a great burden, nor do we fear our Master. Instead, 

we work for Christ with great zeal and joy because of all that he has done for us. And we work 

willingly because he is a Master always working for the good of his slaves. 

As I mentioned earlier, all of us have experienced meeting someone new who asked us, 

―What do you do for a living?‖ Whenever I hear this question, I immediately think of the Apostle 

Paul. Paul frequently introduced himself in his letters (and I imagine in person as well) as a 

―slave of Jesus Christ‖ (Romans 1:1; Philippians 1:1). Paul‘s union with Christ defined his 

identity and purpose more than the specifics of his work—whether his missions work, his 

church-planting, his writing, or his top notch education. Though we do not share Paul‘s special 

apostolic calling, we are fellow disciples. Following his example, it is appropriate for us to keep 

―slave to Jesus Christ‖ foremost in our minds as what defines us. 

Being a slave of Christ changes how we think about our work. Our primary purpose as a 

slave is extending Christ‘s kingdom. And when our main focus in life is our duty to Christ, we 

are free from being overly preoccupied with our specific jobs. For example, we still value our 
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Luther, The Freedom of a Christian (ed. by Harold Grimm; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1957).  
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example, ―sons through adoption‖ (Rom 8), ―friends of Christ‖ (the Farewell Discourse in John), etc., and we 

certainly need to keep these in balance with ―slave.‖ 
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jobs because we recognize that God provided them to supply our needs for food, shelter, and 

clothing. We still value our jobs as the unique realm in which we work for the kingdom of God 

to redeem our culture, so we take great care to find work that fits our unique interests and gifts.
24

 

Our job is a context in which we work for Christ‘s kingdom, but as Christ‘s slave, it is more 

important how we work in our various jobs than what our job actually is. 

In the Sermon on the Mount, Christ commands his disciples not to be concerned 

primarily with food and clothing but rather with righteous living and kingdom-work, confident 

that their loving heavenly Father will take care of daily needs and free them to seek first his 

righteousness (Matthew 6:25–34). Christ clearly wants our minds free from daily worries so that 

we can focus on laying up treasure in heaven through obeying his commands. Again, after 

miraculously feeding five thousand followers in John chapter 6, Christ exhorts his disciples that 

their purpose in life is to labor for food that does not perish (believing in Christ and obeying 

Christ‘s commands) rather than labor for the food of daily provision that does perish (John 6:27). 

Without needing to worry about daily provision (money for most of us), we are free to make 

choices that exalt Christ. So workers are free to act with integrity at the workplace even if it 

means losing a job because they know that God will provide. Students are free to set limits on 

the time they study in order to nurture relationships and serve other people because they know 

that God will provide. 

And again, the parable of the talents in Matthew chapter 25 reminds us of the same focus 

in our work. In the parable, three slaves represent Christ‘s followers, and the Master represents 

Christ. The Master commends two of the slaves because they take his resources (differing 

amounts in each case) and double them, but he judges and condemns the third slave because he 

makes excuses and does nothing with the Master‘s resources. This story reminds us that we are 

slaves of Christ who must be devoted to increasing our Master‘s assets and extending our 

Master‘s kingdom.
25

 How do we do this? By obeying Christ‘s commands in everything we do, 

whether in small matters or important matters. So we work at our jobs with integrity. We give of 

our resources gladly. We love our neighbor and we love our enemies. We are devoted to sharing 

the gospel in our classes, workplace, dorms, and neighborhoods. And the list goes on. Our focus 

in our work is not maximizing our own resources, but maximizing our Master‘s. 

The parable of the talents also emphasizes that Christ takes great joy in us as we work for 

him. And then he shares his joy with us so that we too are filled with joy in our kingdom-work. 

Christ says to the first two slaves, who have doubled the resources, ―Come and share in your 

Master‘s joy‖ (Matthew 25:21, 23). In the Nature of True Virtue, Jonathan Edwards teaches that 

unless you have experienced the grace of God in your life, self-interest will to some degree drive 

everything you do. But when you know that God has embraced you fully in Christ and lavishly 
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loves you, then you can do everything for the sheer joy of pleasing Christ.
26

 Rooting your 

identity in Christ and staying focused on your job as Christ‘s slave causes flourishing because it 

releases you from anxiety and stress and because you know that the Master promises to provide 

for your needs. And then it brings great joy and satisfaction as the Master is pleased and shares 

his joy. How different this is from the agony of soul and intense pressure that comes when we 

look to our work to define us or prove our goodness. Let us root our identity in Christ and not in 

our work. 

3. Depending on God in our Work 

A third negative effect of our self-centered view of work is how we forget that God is our 

provider. We believe that our daily provision (through our pay checks) and our future security 

(through our savings and financial planning) are all a result of our work alone. We forget that 

every breath we take and every morsel of food we eat comes from the gracious hand of God 

(Psalm 104:27; Matthew 6:25–33; Hebrews 1:3; James 1:17). When we think that it is all up to 

us to provide our daily bread, we open ourselves up to much stress and anxiety. And challenging 

circumstances intensify this all the more, such as our current recession when jobs are hard to 

come by and paychecks are downsizing. 

Students experience the same stress because they believe so much is on the line as a 

result of their grades and their résumé-building. They feel like they must overwork because they 

believe that good grades can guarantee the right job, which can guarantee future security, 

approval from parents, etc. Students I know frequently admit the intense pressure they feel to 

excel in all they do. And they work as if their efforts alone determine all their success today and 

security tomorrow. 

We must remember that we were not meant to live independently from our Creator. From 

the opening pages of Scripture, God teaches us that he want us—his creatures—to depend on 

him. As we live in right relationship with him, he graciously promises to provide everything we 

need. God made us to work for his glory by relying on him to enable our work and provide our 

daily needs. 

Sin causes humans to live independently from God (both actively, insisting there is no 

God, and passively, simply forgetting he is with us). The story of Babel in Genesis chapter 11 

highlights these sinful tendencies. At Babel, humans used their work to gain independence from 

God. Through their many gifts—gifts for architecture, engineering, and city-planning among 

them—the people of Babel sought to make a name for themselves rather than making a name for 

God. And through their work, which would keep the people in Babel together, they expressly 

disobeyed God‘s command to fill the earth. They forgot the truth, expressed years later in a 
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psalm of Solomon, that ―unless the LORD builds the house, its builders labor in vain‖ (Psalm 

127:1). God clearly judged them because humans were not meant to live this way. 

The story of how God provided for the infant nation Israel when they were wandering in 

the wilderness also illustrates God‘s care for his people and his desire for them to depend on him. 

At the beginning of their time in the wilderness, God had set the pattern of six days of work 

followed by one day of rest, modeled after his work in creation. But God had not yet commanded 

Sabbath-keeping through the Ten Commandments that he later gave at Sinai. At that time, the 

Israelites grumbled for food, some even longing to go back to Egypt because the prospects in the 

desert looked so grim. God lovingly and miraculously provided manna, and he provided it in a 

way that teaches an important lesson about his character and about the meaning of the Sabbath. 

Through the daily appearance of manna, God showed the Israelites that they could trust 

him to take care of their needs. Then on the sixth day, God asked the Israelites to collect enough 

manna for two days so that they could observe a Sabbath day of rest from work. It was as if God 

was saying, ―Trust in me for today‘s provision and tomorrow‘s.
27

 I will provide for your daily 

bread, and I will take care of your anxieties for your future well-being.‖ How we so easily forget 

that God provides for us. And this is one reason that God commanded Sabbath-observance at 

Sinai. He knew how easy it would be for his people to forget that he is the one providing. 

Ceasing from work one day a week would be a tangible reminder of where they were placing 

their trust—on their own work or on their gracious God. 

Consider also Christ‘s teaching in Luke chapter 12 that calls us to depend on him. First, 

through the parable of the rich fool (vv.13–21), Jesus reminds us that no one knows when life 

will end. The rich fool in the parable has stored away his wealth, tearing down existing barns to 

build larger ones to hold his vast amount of grain. Then he sits back to take life easy and be 

merry. Jesus calls him a fool, informs him that he will die that very night, and pointedly asks, 

―Who will get what you have prepared for yourself?‖ The rich fool has wasted his life hoarding 

his wealth for himself and failing to lay up treasure in heaven. At the heart of this mistake is the 

rich man‘s self-reliance. He did not take care of others with his resources because he viewed his 

money as his own, earned by himself and for himself. When we remember that our provision is 

God‘s in the first place, it is easy to share generously. But the rich fool forgot that God gave him 

his personal talents and blessed his hard work with overflowing abundance. He lived 

independently from God. 

Right after Jesus startlingly warns those who are not rich toward God, he tremendously 

comforts his followers (Luke 12:22–34). This is just what they need to hear because Jesus knows 

it will take trust to give rather than store up, to look to God for security rather than personal 

striving. In this next passage, Jesus commands his followers to stop worrying, reminding them 

that they cannot even do the very little thing of adding one hour to their lives through their worry 

(though haven‘t we all wished for one more hour before an exam to keep cramming?). When 
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obeyed, the command to stop worrying brings freedom because of the one making the command. 

Jesus teaches that we are not alone. Our gracious Father is caring for us, loving us, and providing 

for us, and he knows our needs and is pleased to give us his kingdom. 

I love how Jesus, the Great Shepherd, addresses his followers here as ―little flock.‖ He 

echoes the way God spoke to Israel hundreds of years before: ―Do not be afraid, worm Jacob, O 

little Israel, for I myself will help you, declares the Lord, your Redeemer, the Holy One of 

Israel‖ (Isaiah 41:14).
28

 This brings forth confidence in God because he is our King, sovereignly 

controlling our world and powerful enough to provide for us even when our circumstances are 

grim. And it brings forth trust that we can rest in the loving arms of our Great Shepherd. We can 

experience peace in our work when we depend on God. 

3.1. Sabbath 

God made us to work, but we must remember that God is with us in our work, standing 

behind us as our provider. Again, Psalm 127:1–2 says, 

Unless the LORD builds the house, 

its builders labor in vain. 

Unless the LORD watches over the city, 

the watchmen stand guard in vain. 

In vain you rise up early 

and stay up late, 

toiling for food to eat— 

for he grants sleep to those he loves. 

We are spinning our wheels needlessly when we work as if we are alone in this world, solely 

responsible for our daily bread, solely responsible for success in our work. We ignore the Lord to 

our peril, bringing stress and anxiety into our lives. 

Recently, a student confessed that he rarely sleeps and has begun to take great pride in his 

abilities to be awake for twelve hours, sleep for fifteen minutes (a power nap) and keep going 

knowing he is doing so much more than other students around him. He is realizing now that 

those whom God loves are meant to sleep in peace because they have sought God‘s direction in 

work and can recognize his sovereignty over the work. 

I believe we would be greatly aided in living out our actual dependence upon God 

(which, like the Israelites in the wilderness, we all too easily forget) if the body of Christ today 

would make Sabbath-keeping a priority. Most of the Christian students I work among and most 

of my Christian peers do not take an intentional Sabbath, nor have they been taught much 

theology undergirding the practice of Sabbath-keeping. And one reason is that our society as a 

whole has lost any notion of one day a week being set apart for something different than all the 

rest (with all stores and entertainment venues open, recreational sports leagues in full swing 
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Saturday and Sunday, etc., so that our societal striving and consuming continues seven days a 

week). Many students attend a service on Sunday morning, but the rest of the day is for school 

work. On our campus the libraries are the most crowded on Sunday, with Saturday being taken 

up by social events and extracurricular activities. So outside of the time spent in a service, the 

cycle of hard work and maxed-out activity does not stop. 

For students who are preparing for an unknown career in an unknown place, it is such a 

challenge not to think that you have to work hard to craft your future by working in the present. 

But with a weekly day of rest, we can take the focus off of ourselves and place it back, rightfully, 

on God. Marva Dawn writes,  

In our twentieth-century spirituality we easily lose the notion of God‘s provision for us 

because of our advanced civilization and its distance from the actual processes that 

provide material goods. A major blessing of Sabbath keeping is that it forces us to rely on 

God for our future. On that day, we do nothing to create our own way. We abstain from 

work, from our incessant need to produce and accomplish, from all the anxieties about 

how we can be successful in all that we have to do to get ahead. The result is that we can 

let God be God in our lives.
29

 

We can train ourselves, like the Israelites feeding on manna, to be confident that God is 

providing for us today and will surely provide for us tomorrow. 

Attending a worship service on our Sabbath-day also reminds us that our identity is 

rooted in Christ and not in our work. ―In our culture, which attaches such a grand importance to 

work and productivity, our weekly ceasing reminds us that the value of work lies not in itself, 

nor in the worth it gives us, but in the worship of God that takes place in it.‖
30

 So worship lifts 

our gaze toward God and reveals our sins that we let creep into our work. And we can recommit 

ourselves to working with God and for God as the new week begins. Corporate worship on the 

Sabbath also brings us into physical contact with our other family members in the body of Christ. 

So we are visibly reminded of our place in the community and our responsibility for helping take 

care of the needs of those around us. Again, our focus is drawn outward and we can see the sins 

of self and repent. 

Sabbath-keeping does not have to be rigidly observed on Sunday. Rather, the point is to 

cultivate a weekly time of rest, which includes ceasing from work and worship of God as a 

pattern of life. Those who are involved in ministry know that Sunday can be one of the busiest 

work days of the week. Many ministers pick another day of the week to observe their Sabbath-

rest (e.g., the church office at my church is closed on Mondays). Other careers (e.g., nursing) or 

many life circumstances (e.g., caring for an infant or a sick loved one) can involve work through 
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the weekend. So what matters is carving out another time to rest and worship (and I use the word 

―carving‖ because it will take thought and intention to create this space in your life). 

It will take courage for a student to observe a weekly Sabbath. Students who choose 

Sabbath-rest will see other students studying and working hard for the week ahead and will be 

tempted to work like everyone else. Those ceasing from work will have to remind themselves 

that God is with them in their studies and is working on their behalf for their future, so they can 

trust him by not going to the library. Some students will likely fall behind their peers who press 

ahead every day of the week, and they will have to make peace with this reality. Embracing this 

weakness and making room for God to show forth his strength in their lives will be hard. So I 

recommend that students ask for encouragement and accountability from their peers to press on 

in their Sabbath-observance because it will be much easier to keep a Sabbath if there are other 

believers to keep a Sabbath with. But I think the tremendous benefits of peace, trust in God, and 

growth in serving others will be worth the challenges. 

3.2. Focus on Faithfulness 

How we view work and how we rest is inevitably tied to what we believe constitutes 

success. How does our faith shape our definition of success? Usually, our worldly notions of 

success are tied to money or fame or achieving something no one else has achieved before in a 

particular field. For example, we admire (and greatly compensate) Alex Rodriquez and Brett 

Favre for being MVP‘s in their respective sports even though we may cheer for a different team. 

We admire Sandra Day O‘Connor, Nancy Pelosi, and Hillary Clinton for being the first women 

to hold their political offices even though we might disagree with their particular viewpoints. We 

admire Nobel Prize winners in economics, math, and physics even when we cannot understand 

the nuances of their groundbreaking discoveries. The point is that we often confer greatness 

because of achievements that we can clearly see, measure, and then reward. In contrast, the 

Scripture removes our focus from this worldly success and urges us to value faithfulness to God 

through obedience to Christ as real success. Sharing the Scripture‘s definition of success can 

transform how we work. 

Consider again how in the parable of the talents in Matthew 25 Christ commends the first 

two slaves. This demonstrates God‘s definition of success. When the first slave turns five talents 

into ten and the second turns two talents into four, Jesus praises them with identical words: 

―Well done good and faithful servant! You have been faithful with a few things; I will put you in 

charge of many things. Come and share your Master‘s happiness!‖ (Matthew 25:21, 23). Christ 

blesses these two slaves because they worked faithfully while their Master was away. Contrary 

to what we might expect, he does not offer more praise for the first slave than he does for the 

second even though the first expanded more of his resources. No, he values them both equally 

because they were faithful in their respective stewardship. But Christ condemns the third slave 

because he was not faithful. So this parable shows us that we should value faithfulness to Christ, 

expressed through obeying his commands, above all else we measure our lives by. 
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When my husband and I were attending seminary, we learned a valuable lesson about 

success defined as faithfulness from an Old Testament course on the historical books of the 

Bible.
31

 I would like to briefly share with you some of the things we learned about King Omri, 

the ninth king of Israel, who reigned about nine hundred years before Christ, because his life 

illustrates God‘s definition of success. Most Christians have heard about King Saul or King 

David or David‘s son, King Solomon, and can tell you some details about these kings. But most 

people, myself included at the time of my course, know little about King Omri. And yet King 

Omri was arguably, by our world‘s standards, one of the greatest kings of Israel. 

The record of Omri‘s reign in Scripture is brief, only seven verses found in 1 Kings 

16:21–27. Looking at these verses carefully, you can discover that one of Omri‘s 

accomplishments was bringing political stability to a nation torn apart by a civil war. He brought 

much needed peace within the nation for twelve years. He also strengthened Israel‘s defenses 

against invading armies, and he defeated Moab, a longtime enemy of Israel going back to the 

days of Moses. This latter point we also learn about from archaeological records. An archeologist 

discovered an Assyrian obelisk that bears an inscription referring to Omri as a great warrior and 

to Israel as the house of Omri. To illustrate this point, New York‘s Yankee stadium is called ―the 

house that Ruth built‖ because of the many championships that Babe Ruth led. In like manner, 

the Assyrians of that time called Israel ―the house that Omri built‖ because of the rise in power 

Israel experienced under Omri‘s reign. 

Economic prosperity also characterized Omri‘s reign. He moved the capital of Israel to 

Samaria, which improved trade and increased foreign commerce. His economic plan put Israel 

on a path of growth that lasted for the next two hundred years. When Amos prophesied to Israel 

years later, he denounced how materialistic and greedy the nation had become. Much of Israel‘s 

rise in wealth began under Omri‘s reforms. 

When taking our course, we imagined Omri running for reelection in our country today. 

A campaign speech in our modern lingo could have included the following: (1) I spearheaded 

efforts ending partisan factions that were destroying our country, something all of my 

predecessors failed to do; (2) I designed an economic package that increased employment and 

put more money in the pockets of ordinary people; (3) I secured our borders from the ongoing 

threat of terrorism, keeping our children and loved ones safe in their own homes and 

communities; (4) I reestablished our country as a respectable and credible force in the eyes of the 

nations around us. Clearly, Omri did many great things according to how we measure greatness. 

His picture would have graced the cover of many a magazine. 

But what is God‘s assessment of Omri—this man who achieved much and was great in 

the eyes of many people? God assesses him in 1 Kings 16:25: ―But Omri did evil in the eyes of 

the Lord and sinned more than all those before him.‖ Omri‘s greatness was capable of solving 

many of Israel‘s social, military, political, and economic problems. But Omri did nothing to 

solve Israel‘s most desperate problem: her spiritual sickness. In fact, according to 1 Kings 16:26, 
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 I am grateful to Dr. Lawson Younger for teaching us the following lessons. 
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Omri only added to the depth of Israel‘s spiritual sickness: ―He walked in the all the ways of 

Jeroboam, son of Nebat, and in his sin, which he had caused Israel to commit, so that they 

provoked the Lord the God of Israel to anger by their worthless idols.‖ The king of Israel was 

supposed to be a spiritual leader, reading God‘s law to the people, living it, trusting in and loving 

the gracious God who gave the law. But Omri was not interested in these things. His heart turned 

away from God and trusted other idols, leading others into idolatry as well. 

For God, all those great things Omri achieved meant little because Omri‘s heart was far 

from God and loving him. So King Omri and the details of his reign occupy only eight verses in 

1 Kings 16. Contrast that with a story recorded in the very next chapter: an unnamed Gentile 

widow and the story of her trust in Israel‘s God occupies eighteen verses (1 Kings 17:7–24), and 

Jesus mentions her at the beginning of his ministry (Luke 4:25–26). This demonstrates God‘s 

definition of greatness. God values faithfulness to himself above all else that we might value, and 

all of Scripture testifies that faithfulness to God is what makes us great in God‘s eyes. 

Earlier in this essay, I mentioned the movie Chariots of Fire, which contrasts the life of 

Eric Liddell with fellow athlete Harold Abrahams. The last we see of Eric Liddell in the movie, 

he has won a gold medal and has become a national hero. What the movie does not show is that 

Eric Liddell goes on to be a missionary in China, returning home, so to speak, after having been 

born in China to British missionary parents. Liddell delayed his departure for China to 

participate in the Olympics and other track and field competitions, but throughout his time of 

athletic competition, he yearned to go back. So just one year after earning Olympic gold, he 

moves to China and begins teaching and spreading the gospel. 

Unfortunately, in China, Liddell‘s life is cut short in part because of the outbreak of 

World War II. With many other British citizens, he ends up in a Japanese war camp. He lives in 

the camp and serves his fellow prisoners there for a few years, but he dies in the camp in 1945, 

just months before liberation. He was only forty-three years old, and people all over the world 

mourned for him. 

From a worldly perspective, we might think that Liddell wasted his life and tremendous 

gifts. But Liddell‘s faithfulness to the Great Commission and his willingness to sacrifice himself 

for it are what make him a hero of faith. The fact that his life and ministry ended sooner than 

others does nothing to change that. This turns our typical way of thinking on its head. It allows 

us to be gracious to ourselves, realizing that if we are faithful to God in whatever circumstances 

he has placed us in, then we are successful. It isn‘t about our money, our fame, our 

achievements, or the results of our work, but our faithfulness to our God in all we do. How 

different Israel under Omri‘s reign might have been had King Omri been fully faithful to God. 

How differently we might work if we embraced this as well. 

4. Conclusion 

I begin this essay by describing the busyness of student life and the tremendous pressure 

upon students today to stand out through their achievements to secure a certain type of job. I 
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argue that wrong ideas about work and success drive this pattern of living and enslave students 

(and workers) to a way of life that is full of high levels of stress, anxiety, and sometimes 

depression. To close, let me briefly describe a few more implications of living out a God-

centered understanding of work and success for college students. 

Students who are confident that God values all types of work are most concerned in their 

education with developing their interests and gifts, learning how they can best channel both of 

them to serve others and redeem culture. They do not focus on money or prestige, but on 

stewarding well their God-given abilities and education, because they know that our world needs 

all type of workers. They do not feel ashamed if they realize that God has gifted them for a lower 

paying job. They do not believe that they are throwing their lives away to take on the work of 

parenting, homemaking, or nursing an ailing loved one. 

Students who serve Christ as their primary focus know that how they work with integrity 

and excellence is more important than the measured results of their work. This frees them to 

focus as much on being a witness in their classes as excelling in those classes. These students 

have courage to lay down personal ambition and stop studying in order to serve a friend in crisis 

the night before an exam. They view their extracurricular interests not just as one more thing to 

build up their résumé, but as a way for God to use their interests to put them near other people 

with the same interests for the sake of building relationships for Christ. 

As these students pursue their careers, they focus on laying up treasure in heaven through 

their profession. For example, Christian pre-med students are willing to consider practicing 

medicine overseas as medical missionaries or serving in under-resourced rural or urban areas in 

our own country because they are concerned with the unique opportunities that can come through 

physical healing in the name of Christ. Students majoring in engineering consider taking their 

training to places around the world that do not yet have clean water or basic infrastructure to 

dramatically improve the quality of life for those served and to open up doors for the gospel. 

Students heading into the business world concentrate on how they can buy, sell, and manufacture 

with integrity and how they can maximize their earnings to give to others. The examples are 

endless, but they are united by the fact that treasure in heaven holds higher value than any reward 

this world can offer. 

Students who are confident that God will provide for them today and tomorrow have 

genuine peace about everything from their midterm and final exams to their future direction. 

They stand out from their peers who are constantly complaining about how stressed out they are. 

This peacefulness attracts attention in a positive way and provides opportunities to testify for 

Christ. Trusting in God‘s provision, these students carefully manage their time to have space for 

adequate rest and healthy living, leaving ample margin in their lives for serving others. They do 

not overcommit because they know that their overcommitment is not what provides for them. 

Sundays are special Sabbath-days of corporate worship, meals together, activities that renew and 

energize the students, and time spent in purposeful conversation with each other. 

Students who live this way genuinely flourish. May we all, students and workers of all 

types, greatly glorify God through our God-honoring work and rest! 
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